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Heyho.
This time it is about some inspiration in how to paint leather on your miniatures...

As we are talking about miniatures, sometimes mini-miniatures in their seize, the leather parts are for sure also very
small compared to real size leather parts. I am not a fan of simple brown painted leather anymore as there is very
much more behind it to make it look like leather, in fact it is about:

- texture
- light and shadow
- age and use of the leather
- maybe a little gentle gloss if it is lubricated with grease
- colour 

First i will show you a little Step by Step how i paint leather, followed by some more finished examples with
describtion.

Painting Leather - theory

There can be different colour of leather for sure.
I personnaly do mix my colours wildly for this as i did get bored by the typicall brown colours you sometimes see
painted for the use to show leather. There is much more. If you want an intresting leather there is no problem to mix
your basic colour yourself, simply do some experiments, like for example mixing in a drop of Dark Angels Green into
Schorched Brown or even a bit of purple, or using Bestial Brown with a drop of Chaos Black, Graveyard Earth with
Vermin Brown and maybe a tiny drop of pure yellow, a tiny drop of blue and black in the shadows, going into the
lights with a drop of Grey and Bleached Bone to make your basic tone brighter, mixing in a drop of red for a warm
leather tone, for example to get it included in your overall colour scheme of warm and cold colours if you choose
that way...

I will tell you more about this later on, but first know that inspiration is everything - here are some fine
examples on how leather can look in real - take a look at the colours, the textures, the light and shadow and the
difference of used and new leather - sure there are different types of leather based on different animals (real leather
is animal skin) and the way the leather has been worked due the process of production:

New leather 1
New leather 2
New leather 3 

Used leather 1
Used Leather 2 
Used Leather 3
Used Leather 4

Leather Jackets
Leather jacket 1
Leather jacket 2

Close view on a really intense leather texture
Leather Texture 
Leather Texture

Ok, i guess you got me there. Always remember not a Tutorial Article or a Painting Video is the key to it. In fact in
the end it's all about your eyes and what your brain does with the information and impression you can see and try
to catch. Your perception of your sorrounding enviroment makes you see and learn an article just can kick your butt
to it :)

This will be the EXAMPLE i am focusing this article on. You can see the used worn look this bag has, especially on
places that have been shared very often. I will try to bring this feeling to a leather belt on the USMC bust.... now:

Practical Painting Session

I'll show you this practical go on a bigger model, but bring 28 mm examples later on...
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Before i did paint the leather belt, which i want to give a used and worn look in the end i did cut in fine scratches in
the Resin Material to show damage on it. Surely this is a bit over the top, but as our miniatures are small a bit of
excessive work shows always better what you want to show.

I did paint the leather belt with a mix of 2nd Shadow of the Andrea Flesh Paint Set (you can use every brown colour
you want for this), additional with a drop of Bestial Brown and a tiny drop of yellow on the brighter parts; for
sketching the shadow areas i went into the the mix with a drop of chaos black. I did avoid mixing in a drop of blue or
green into the shadows as this would get too much unity to the clothing, all mixed together in this first step on the
belt, like mixing colour on a canvas - nah, i did mix in a drop of Yellow Olive in the lowest areas, why? No idea,
guess because it was next to the mixing chaos on my wet palette, haha:
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Next step was mixing the basic colour a bit brighter with using ... oh gosh, i have no idea. I guess it was a bit of grey
and a brighter skintone. It isn't really important what you use to make it brighter, test around, important is that you
make it brighter to have a good contrast that you can see when painting tiny scratches or little use on the edges, if
you do it with less contrast you will not be able to see it clearly and if you do to much it looks weird. Doing to much
isn't too bad, you could soften it with some additional glazes.

I did use a brush with a good tip to paint these little lines to affect the worn look.
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I hope you see what i did and mean... as you can see i did put most of the attention on the edges. Next steps can
be some more changes in the basic colour to set the areas more into the light... but the basic thought of painting
leather is catched so far. This will bring enormous results to your models, even in 28 mm.

For bringing in a final soft gentle gloss of leater you could use for example some Glazes of thinned brown GW-
Washes (for example, Sepia or Devlan Mud). Additional if you want that gloss the be stronger you can mix in a drop
of satin varnish into your final glaze. This is not always needed - in the end you choose from your experience you'll
get by doing it on your own.

As you can see the most important thing while painting leather is to give the texture some attention.

More Examples of painted leather

Some leather belt, same thoughts behind it, a bit of different colour:
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A leather hat, which got worn by time and the close usage near salty sea water - texture!! One of the 2 following
pictures is totally wrong with the colours, sorry for that as those photos have been done some while ago in a very
fast way... it is about the texture:

Super Punch
Best Covers: DC Comics
solicitations for July 2012 -
My favorite covers from the
DC Comics Solicitations for
July 2012:
FRANKENSTEIN, AGENT
OF S.H.A.D.E. #11 Art and

cover by ALBERTO PONTICELLI and
WAYNE FAUC...

The Big Picture
Easter and Holy Week - Christians
commemorated the resurrection of Jesus
Christ  on Sunday, a holiday that marks the
end of Holy Week and the end of Lent.
Observances around the w...

bestienmeister.blogspot.com
Robin Hood on cmon - Some months ago,
Raffa (Picster) took pics of some of my
finished projects for me. For some reason, I
forgot to put a few of them online. If you like,
you ...

(T)Raumschmiede
Review and Tutorial :  go
create crackle coating -
Today I'd like to show you
some great stuff  we found in
a big hobby store. It is called
go create crackle coating and
is an acrylic painting

medium to achie...

juliencasses.com
Best commercial miniature :  March 2012 -
Hey everybody.  A new rubric appears :  the
Best Commercial Miniature of the month. As
for the best miniature of the month, i don’t
want to use commercial p...

Santa Cruz Warhammer
Santa Cruz Warhammer is
going to change - I have
finally decided to slim down
Santa Cruz Warhammer to a
once in a while post-type
blog that fits more with my
life right now. NO, I am not

going to...

Figure It Out
Heavy Roman Infantry -
Faces Completed - I have
completed the faces of these
two individuals and will  now
be able to turn to the
uniforms and armor. An
initial  wash of black was

applied to the mai...

Teetering Bulb
100th Anniversary of the RMS Titanic - The
Drowned Ball: A grandiose remembrance of
100 anniversary of RMS Titanic’s first  and last
voyage The greatest ship ever built sets sail
once more. In th...

Artist Proof Studio
Monsterpalooza is coming!
April 13-15 - We are excited
to announce that once again
we have a table at next
weekend's Monsterpalooza
show (April  13-15).  Located
at the Marriott Burbank

hotel,  th...

Romain Van den Bogaert : art
nearly completed ! -

WORTH A LOOK!
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A leather belt which went from a yellowish brown tone to a greenish, black brown - additional texture included - 28
mm:

Less texture - more light- and shadow work:
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3 Kommentare

An extreme use of texturizing the material:

Closing words

I hope this article can be a good inspiration for your further leather painting. Sure the results always depend on how
long you want to work on that area. You can get good results for the gaming table, but also work out high end
leather by the excessive use of texturing, glazing, texturizing again, glazing, working with light, glazing again,
texturizing and so on... Give it a try!

Keep on happy painting!
Regards
Roman

Comments:
There are 3 Kommentare for Tutorial - How to paint leather

DuendE Says...

Great Thanks for the tutorial !

Posted on: July 27, 2010 7:08 PM

Anonymous Says...

I only just stumble across your website. WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN ALL MY LIFE!! :)

Great tutorial. I will be bookmarking this site and referring to it often.
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Thanks a million.

Randon

Posted on: July 31, 2010 3:58 PM

Roman Aka Jar Says...

thy both!

@Randon
Doing Banana Rock'n'Roll since September 2009... glad you found the signs in the wwj
(worldwidejungle) - welcome and see you around! Always post a comment when you feel like to
do so...

Posted on: August 1, 2010 1:53 AM
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